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Intentions for our time together today. . .

✦ Conceptualize ourselves as JOYful writers

✦ Write with JOYful spirits

✦ Consider ways to bring JOYful writing 
experiences to the writers in our care



On writing,
and JOY . . . 

❖ Do you consider yourself a JOYful writer? 
Absolutely!     Sort of. . .      Ummm, no.  

❖ Please turn and talk, saying something 
about that.



A “Two-Part L      k” 

❖Teacher as JOYful Writer 

❖Fostering JOY for the Writers 
in our Care



I stand on
the shoulders
of many. . . 



Donald Graves 



Nancie Atwell 



Ralph Fletcher 



Katie Wood Ray 



Penny Kittle 



What I Know for Sure. . .  



The first in our
 “Two-Part L      k” 

❖ Teacher as 
JOYful Writer  



Something I Know
for Sure. . .  

A writer is one 
who writes. 



Another thing I Know
for Sure. . .  

To teach 
writers, one 

must be a 
writer oneself. 



Lucy McCormick Calkins 



















One more thing I Know
for Sure. . .  

To write with JOY, 
it helps if we write 

about what “tugs on 
the sleeves of our 

hearts.” —Lamott 



Writing “Territories”
or

Topics

What are yours?



What kinds of entries might you 
find in a Writer’s Notebook?

Please be on the lookout for one 
you’d like to try. . .

































































The Second in our
 Two-Part L      k” 

❖ Fostering JOY  
for the Writers 

in our Care



Something I Know
for Sure. . .  

The writers in our 
care will develop a 
sense of joy in the 
process and their 

writing identities if 
they have choice in 

the matter 



Writers’
Notebooks!





































“Tapping into personal passions 
and interests is a crucial part of 

becoming an independent, 
self-directed, lifelong learner.”

—Jennifer Serravallo, 2017
in The Writing Strategies Book



“Writer’s who 
keep notebooks 
learn not only to 
honor what they 
see, but to look in 
the first place.” 

Osborne, (in Harvey, 1998)







Heart Maps



Hand Maps



Foot Maps





• Help the writers in your care to see themselves as writers 
whose lives are FILLED with material. Call them “writers,” 
each and every day.

• Share your own writing with them on Day #1 and then on a 
regular basis.

So,  in our classrooms,  
we:



“Can we support children in 
regarding themselves as writers, 
understanding their own distinct 
writing styles, and working in a 

way that feels joyful? I think yes.”

—Jennifer Serravallo, 2017
in The Writing Strategies Book



We can proceed joyfully, or we 
can proceed miserably. Either 
way, we proceed. One is just a 
heck of a lot more enJOYable.



Thanks for 
spending this 
time with me!

dgruhler@kent.edu
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